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C O V I D 1 9
Draw, paint,  

or color a picture.  
Post a before & 

after pic/vid

Bake Muffins or 
Cookies & post a 

pic/vid

Make A Pillow Fort 
& post a pic/vid   

Call & Check In W/  
3 Friends/Family 
that you have not 

spoken with in over 
a week. 

Listen to your fav 
album, beginning 
to end. Post a link 

to the album.    

Post a pic/vid of 
your fav beauty tip, 

hack, or product.   

Post a pic/vid of 
your dogs best 

trick  

Post the link and 
review a 

bingeworthy show  

Read a book and 
post your review. 
Share a link or pic 

of book.

Finish your taxes 
and post a pic of 
your happy face. 

🙂

Leave 2 Positive 
Reviews. 1 for each 

of your favorite 
small businesses. 
Screenshot and 

post.

Share YOUR 
Exercise Routine. 

Post a pic/vid

Make something 
edible that looks 

like a  toilet paper 
roll. Post a pic/vid

Re-organize 
another room in 
your home. Ex- 
closet, kitchen, 

bath, junk drawer. 
Post before and 

after pic/vid.

Make another 
favorite meal/

desert and post a 
pic/vid.  

Share the recipe- 
optional                  

Post a pic/vid of 
your best tip, trick, 

or hack for 
homeschooling, or 

keeping kids 
occupied.

Post a pic/vid of a 
sunset or sunrise. 

Share some GOOD 
news.

Take 10 items out 
of your closet to 

donate. Post a pic/
vid and say where 

you will be 
donating them.

Post your funniest, 
cutest, or happiest, 
PERSONAL video. 

(Can include family 
& friends).

Tip a server 
through the Venmo 

app or other 
means. Post a 

screenshot/pic.

Build or make 
something with 

your hands:  
Dominoes, Carving, 

Beer can tower, 
playdough, puzzle, 

legos, knitting, 
house of cards, etc.  

Post a pic/vid

Post 3 of your 
favorite songs from 

your current 
playlist. Link 

optional.

Thank at least 4 
specific people 

who are: 1st 
Responders, 
Healthcare, 

grocery, military, 
fire, police, 

essential workers, 
for everything they 

do for us. 
Look @ RP Group

Share your favorite 
at-home activity. 

Pic or video 
optional

FREE SPACE 
Open Choice 

Support a LOCAL 
Tampa Bay owned 

business in any way 
you can. Post 

activity.  Pic/vid 
optional 

FREE SPACE

Make another 
favorite meal/

desert and post. 
Share the recipe- 

Optional.

Find a way to 
brighten someones 

day and post. 
Pic/Vid Optional

Post a pic/vid using 
random stuff as 

weights, or other 
creative ideas for 

your in-home 
exercise routine.

Share something 
about your 

business or a 
perspective from 
your industry or 
career. Pic/vid 

optional

Start a jornal and 
write at least 1 
paragraph in it 
every day for 1 

week. (No pics, just 
post every day.)                                 

Go for a 20 min (or 
longer) walk and 
post a pic of your 

view

Post a photo of you 
from 1999.

Re-organize 
another room in 
your home. Ex- 
closet, kitchen, 

bath, junk drawer. 
Post before and 

after pic.

Post a pic/vid of 
your favorite drink 
recipe. Alcohol or 

non-alcohol.

Post a pic/vid of 
your pets favorite 
outside place, or 

favorite toy.

Find another way 
to give back to our 

community, Post 
and share the link 

in our RP Group, to 
the business or 
place -optional.

Post a pic/vid of 2 
favorite memes, 
and share your 
favorite joke.

Share a pic and/or 
post about your 
hobby/favorite 

activity.  

Make a Tik-Tok 
video or regular 

video about being 
Quarantined and 

post.

Post a pic/vid of 
you holding a sign 
with your favorite 

saying or 
statement. (Like 

Dude With a Sign)

Post  1- your all-
time favorite movie 

and  2- All time 
favorite book. Link 

Optional

Make a sidewalk 
chalk drawing or 

saying in your 
garage or driveway.

Do & Post a  
pic/vid - Jenn’s 
Quaran-toned  

Exercise #1

Do & Post a  
pic/vid - Jenn’s 
Quaran-toned  

Exercise #2

Do & Post a  
pic/vid - Jenn’s 
Quaran-toned  

Exercise #3

Do & Post a  
pic/vid - Jenn’s 
Quaran-toned  

Exercise #4

Do & Post a  
pic/vid - Jenn’s 
Quaran-toned  

Exercise #5

Do & Post a  
pic/vid - Jenn’s 
Quaran-toned  

Exercise #6

Do & Post a  
pic/vid - Jenn’s 
Quaran-toned  

Exercise #7


